
 

Open Letter: #ProtectBlackChildrenToo     #NotoPovertyPornography 

Call to protect black child used as begging container in White Finland! 

To: All Finnish and global citizens and NGOs 

@Nenapaiva 

(RED NOSE), 

Board 

members: 

UNICEF, The 

Finnish Red 

Cross, The 

Church’s 

Foreign Aid in 

Finland, fida 

Finnish 

Mission and 

Development 

Cooperation 

Organization, 

Palastakaa 

Lapset- Save 

the Children, 

Plan 

International, 

Solidaarisuus, 

sask- The 

Finnish Trade 

Union 

Solidarity 

Center, 

SUOMEN 

AHETYSSEURA 

1859/ Finnish 

Mission 

Association, 

COMIC RELIEF 

 This letter is a call for collective action to protect black children from predatory NGOs 

who dehumanise the black child used as a begging container in Finland by Nenapaiva/Red 

Nose and the partner organisations benefitting from the money raised. On 2 October 2018 I 

went to get money from a money machine (pankkiautomaatti in Finnish) and when I 

inserted my bank card in the money machine an image of a half-dressed black small boy 

appeared on the machine (see above picture). The translation from Finnish to English of the 

words on the money machine is, “Nenapaiva (Red Nose in English).  HELP. 5 euro helps four 

children against killing diseases.” This is going too far in creating shock value and not ethical 

social marketing. While, we appreciate the work being done to buy medicines for the poor 

communities and support the 10 NGOs above that will receive the money, we have a 
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problem with poverty pornography and blakanisation of disease and violation of children 

rights. In addition, the image is very distressing, depressing and inflicts racial violence to 

black, PoC community and others people.   

When @mkweshafaith tweeted 

(https://twitter.com/MkweshaFaith/status/1047371534204096513)   to @nenapaiva that 

the Campaign ‘5 Euros for 4 children against dangerous diseases’ is stereotypical and has 

negative prejudices towards black children and is racist @nenapaiva said, “Thank you for 

your feedback. The child in the picture has been photographed at Nenäpäivä funded 

program area.” https://twitter.com/Nenapaiva_FI/status/1047376511035199488 This reply 

shows that @nenapaiva is exploiting a child from the poor community in a program they are 

funding. This exploitation and abuse of the unequal power relations is unethical. The violent 

structural relations between the child in the image, the parents and Nenepaiva make it 

difficult for the parents to protect their child; that is if they were informed that their child 

has been taken a picture that will be displayed at all money machines as a begging bowl or 

container in Finland to raise money. It is imperative that Nenapaiva show the consent 

document. This will make the universal world community understand, Why does this child 

loose the right to protection like every child? Is it ethical to exploit children from poor 

countries or communities in humanitarian appeals?  

The colonising visual representation of black children and black people in the image is not 

new, it is the colonial discourse of dirty, uncivilised and diseased black people created to 

dominate and legitimise slavery and colonialism. While, it is common in Africa for boys to 

remove shirts because of the heat, the images do not give context, and creates a 

stereotypical and racist image. Images like this create meaning, prejudices and give false 

knowledge about black people and Africa. In addition, these images influence how white 

people see, relate and feel about black people, thus, fuel racism, fear of disease 

contamination and black phobia. As, for black children and black people the image is 

dehumanising and disrespectful because even adults make themselves clean before taking a 

public photo so that they do not humiliate themselves. Why was this child and parents not 

given the choice to dress appropriately for a public photo if it was necessary to have the 

visual image? Looking at @nenapaiva twitter one can see the different photos of non-black 

children presentable, thus, it looks intentional to use poverty pornography for black people. 

Treating a different group differently because of the colour of their skin is textbook racism. 

Which raises the question, why would superior white people want to help people they 

racialize? Is the money being raised going to the poor people, or, to salaries and overheads 

on the NGOs? Why do we have 10 big NGOs benefiting from using a small vulnerable black 

child from a poor community/country as a begging bowl or container?       

https://twitter.com/MkweshaFaith/status/1047371534204096513
https://twitter.com/Nenapaiva_FI/status/1047376511035199488
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The idea being created and circulated by Nenapaiva and its partners that Africa, black 

people in Africa and African diaspora are hungry, poor, diseased, dirty, walk without shoes 

and cloths is false and insulting. The image of Africa as a miserable place full of diseases, 

hopeless others, useless, good for nothing and lazy people lacking agency is not true. Africa 

is a continent with 54 countries with great cities, thriving communities with beautiful 

culture, hardworking people who do not survive on white saviours’ help, kindness, 

benevolence and bread crumbs. While, in Finland and other countries children have been 

told to eat and finish their food because children in Africa are starving that has always been 

a ridiculous generalization because Africa has the weather and human resources to farm 

and produce food. Africa is a dynamic continent with all mineral resources, beautiful 

weather enabling all year cultivation and hardworking human resources. That does not 

mean we do not have other areas with struggling communities and in need of immediate 

relief. Also, global warming is causing droughts affecting livelihood. In addition, the legacy of 

slavery and colonialism caused the under development of Africa as the able bodied, young 

and strong ones were taken to Europe and U.S.A. During the dark historical periods Europe 

looted resources in Africa and destroyed communities. 

There is need to recognise and acknowledge that Africa and African diaspora were not given 

reparations for all the damage done to them by Europe and U.S.A.  thus, European 

modernity and development was built on the back of black people. White guilt an white 

reparations in the name of small donations is now what Africa and black people need now. 

Africans and diaspora Africans must be given reparations for slavery and colonialism so that 

they can catch up in terms of development. While, charity relieves immediate distress and 

disasters and needs, charity donations create dependency syndrome and will not help 

Africa. They make African governments not be accountable to their people who vote them 

into power, but, to governments, institutions and organisations that give donations, thus, 

discouraging good governance.      

This is the 21st century and time for charity work to be decolonised. There is need to delink 

from colonial discourse of othering Africa and black people. NGOs, designers of 

humanitarian appeals and campaigns, advertisements and marketers need to decolonise 

their minds and see the people they intend to serve as humans deserving human dignity and 

respect. Poor people are humans working hard for their families and love their children just 

like white rich people and nations. Also, usually NGOS go to these communities volunteering 

to help them, they do not beg in most cases. Thus, NGO community needs to rethink their 

missions, aims, work and come up with postcolonial discourse.  

 SahWira Africa International calls for collective participation and help to 

#ProtectBlackChildrenToo from NGO preditors. Specifically, we call upon all people to ask 

@nenapaiva and its partners listed above to remove the offensive image of the child used as 
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begging container at all money machines in Finland and apologise to black and PoC for 

humiliating and dehumanising them. In Africa we believe in collective parenting and 

motherhood. “Your child is my child.” “It takes a village to raise a child.” What this means is 

that it is the responsibility of everyone in society to take care of and protect all children 

irrespective of tribe, ethnicity, gender, class, ability, sexuality and race. If @nenapaiva 

continues to use the image we will notify of collective action we request all people to 

participate. It is our civic right to hold all institutions accountable to ethical and legal lawful 

practices. 


